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Betw-en 1948 and 1958 Enewetak Atoll in the Marshall Islands
for U.S. nuclear weapons testing and 43 devices were exploded

In 1972 the federal government announced that it would rehabil
atoll and return it to the government of the Trust Territory o

Pacific Islands and, subsequently, to the Enewetak people, who

moved to Ujeling in 1947, 125 miles southwest of Enewetak.
The Enewetak rehabilitation effort involved many departmen

federal governmant with the Defense Nuclear Agency (DNA) being
with the major radiological cleanup responsibility. In the pr
this cleanup, radiologically contaminated soil and debris fr

the islands in the atoll were collected and transported to

on the eastern side of the atoll. ‘The contaminated material
contained in a soil-cement matrix in Cactus Crater, which had
formed by one of the nuclear detonations. This material was

by a concrete key-wall and covered by a concrete cap.

In ecrder to provide the people of Enewetak and the Marsha

government with an objective assessment of the safety of this
ment structure, the DNA requested the National Academy of Sciehces,
through the Advisory Board on the Built Environment” (ABBE) o
National Research Council, to “assess the effectiveness of th
Crater structure in preventing harmful amounts of radioactivi

becoming available for internal or extern..4 human exposure";

added later that this assessment should bt "set against an un

standing of the expected living patterns + f& the people of En

terms of their degree of cont#.:% with Rurit Island and their

otherwise to residual radioactivity en the atrll."

The committee appointed tc conduct the study concentrated

on two issues: (1) the potential hazard of trarnsuranics bein

ported to the surrounding enviroment from the structure in i
configuration, and (2) possible sequences of events that coul
the structure's physical integrity and an estimation of radio.

hazards that might result from the dome's breachment. Two su
issues also concerned the committee and are commented on in t

namely, possible hazards associated with the quarantined isla

present

affect

tive

idiary

report;

of

 

*Formerly the Building Research Advisory Board (BRAS).
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Rurnit where the dome is located, and possible hazards from fiss

products that may arise if the northern island of Enjebi is re

Although this committee's charge was not expressly directed

hazards associated with the reset*jement of Enjebi, it must be

emphasized that the risks from the consumption of food grown itr

northern islands are high compared with any conceivable risk agising

from rupture of the dome.

The reader of this report will discover that the committee fdepended

heavily on information furnished by government agencies and th@ir con-
tractors. Insofar as possible it attempted to assess the quality of

these data and, in one important instance (the drilling prograg#

described in the report), supervised the acquisition of new inFormation

about the quality of the dome's construction and the concentrakions of

radioactivity contained within it. In its interpretation of pbtential

hazards associated with the dome the committee depended heavi on data

acquired by groups at the Lawrence Livermore Laboratories led by Vv. E.
Nost‘in and W. L. Robison. Members of the committee reviewed the

sampling and analysis procedures used by these groups. In addition,
all the work on the Enewetak operation done by these groups has been

subjected to critical review by a select panel of experts from other

government laboratories and from universities; much of the woyk also

is published in scientific journals and, thus, aas been subjegted to
peer review there. ‘The Committee therefore is satisfied thatithe

information it has received concerning environmental sampling
analysis, and dose assessment is of high quality.

The Committee on Evaluation of Enewetak Radioactivit

vided extensive information and assistance. The committee ig] particu-

larly grateful to Thomas Jeffers, Director for Logistics and

of Energy, Las Vegas; Bryon L. Ristv:... eit! Directorate, Fidgld

Command, DNA, Kirtland Air Force Base, Ne. mexico; William Rabison,

Section Leader, Terrestrial and Atm: oheric Sciences, Envirogment

Sciences Division, Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, Livermore,

California; Victor Noshkin, Marine Sciences, Environmental §

David Stark, Concrete Materials Research Department, Portlang

Association, Skokie, Illinois.

Robert W. Morse

Chairman

ix

 



Chapter 1

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSICNS

In conducting its assessment of the effectiveness of the Cacths

Crater structure in preventing harmful amounts of radioactivity from

becoming available for internal or external human exposure, the

Committee on Evaluation of Enewetak Radioactivity Containment or

a drilling program to obtain cores through the entire depth of
finished containment structure, visited Enewetak Atoll to cxamin
structure and observe tne drilling operation, reviewed all rele
data and reports connected with the cleanup program, and intervi
key individuals associated with the program, including those re

 
  

  

  

  

   

  
  

  
  

 

  

  

Sible for radiation measurements and their interpretation. Duri its

deliberations, the committee focused on such issues as the nature of

the radioactive materials contained within the structure, the poskible

changes that might occur to the structure as time passes, the wa

which radicactive material now contained in the structure concei

 

might be transported elsewhere, and the radioactive risks to whi the

people of Enewetak would be exposed in the most extreme of these

hypothetical cases.

1.1 The Containment Structure

The committee believes that the Cactus Crater containment stricture
 

and its contents present no credible health hazard to the people

Enewetak, either now or in the future.
The function of the containment structure, as the committee rc

ceives it, is to prevent hazardous human exposure to the radioactive

material buried within it, and the committee believes it is phigh
unlikely that any sequence of events would prevent the structure From

performing this function. Any flushing or spilling of the contenks of
the structure into the lagoon or ocean that might occur as a res

cracking, settlement, or ~torm damage will not create an Unaccep

radioactive hazard. Indeed, even if the entire radioactive contehts

containment structure were to fail in any way, it is prudent to

tain the physical integrity of the structure in order that it ma

continue to prevent direct human access to the radioactive materiBl it

contains. Thus, inspection of the dome should take place pericdifaily

“x
L
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and after severe storms. Cracking or settling of the panels shoul
be of concern, but breaches in the riprap should be repaired to pr

protection against wave action during storms.

1.2 Related Is"tes
The committee was asked that its assessment of the Cactus crat

atructure be "set against an understanding of the expected living

patterns of the people of Enewetak in terms of their cegree of con

with Runit Island and their exposure otherwise to residual radicac
ity on the atoll." In this regard the committee makes two comment

1.2.1 Runit Island
There is a hazard of uncertain magnitude on Runit Island becau

of the possible presence of plutonium not located and removed duri
the cleanup (a situation unique to Runit), and, for this reason,
has been made off-limits, a status the committee does not dispute.
is likely, however, that the people of Enewetak and others beli
Runit to be off-Limits because of hazards associated with the

containment structure. The committee therefore emphasizes that i

preted to mean that Runit is thought to be harmless. It may well

that an important future function of the containment structure wi

to serve as a reminder to everyone that the island is to be avoid

view of the possible presence of plutonium there.

1.2.2 Enjebi Island

It is likely that the Dri-Enjebi sooner or later will resettl
their home islands in the ncrthern part of the atoll. Radiation
exposures associated with such a move far exceed any exposures thak can

be associated with the dome or with the radioactivity remaining inj the
lagoon. Indeed, for people who might live on Enjebi in the near
future, radiation exposures due to strontium-3 oz cesium—-137 in

locally grown foods may become excessive in relation to current U

standards for a general populaticn, especially if food is not

from other islands of the atoll or from outside.
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Chapter 2

BACKGROUND

2.1 Nature of the Islands

The Marshall Islands, which comprise the eastern part of

Micronesia, are about halfway between Hawaii and the Philippi

Marshalls consist of 29 coral atolls and 5 coral islands havi

land area of only 70 square miles (Figure 1). Each atol2 con

many separate islands connected by coral reefs that usually f

enclosure around a central lagoon.

‘Th= temperature in the Marshalls averages about 80°F with little

 
    

  
   
  

   

  

 

  
  
   

   

  
  

  

seasonal variation. The northern islands receive about 60 in of

rain annually and the sou‘:hern islands, about three times tha amount,

but moisture rapidly drains out of the soil and the islands a rela-

tively arid. The amount of rainfall also varies considerably [from year
to year in the northern islands and droughts are common. crops

consist of coconut, pandanus, arrowroot, and bread fruit. Fagine

conditions are not infrequent because of drought even though the reefs
and lagoons provide a stable source of marine food (Tobin 196

2.2 Normal Economy

Prior to World War II, the economy of the Marshalls was based on

subsistence crops and fishing, supplemented by the export of

dried meat of the coconut). This continues to be the case t
most of the islands; however, gover:ment activities at Majuro

the missile range on Kwajalein are now major sources of enapl

hence, of income for the people in the Marshalls.

In 1977, the total population of the islands was estimat

25,000. Of these, 8,000 were at Majuro and 5,000 on Ebye Isl
Kwajalein. A portion of the money earned >y Marshallese empl

these two centers filters back to the subsistence-based islan
sumably, the economy at Enewetak after resettlement will be b
subsistence crops and fishing, incomes from relatives employe

Majuro and Kwajalein, export crops (initially nonexistent), a

support programs insofar as they continue to exist after indegendence.

2.e: Enewetak Atoll

Enewetak is a typical atoll (Figure 2); 40 islands surroufd an

elliptical lagoon 23 miles long and 17 miles wide. The totalfland

area is only 2.26 square miles.
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Although the Marshall Islands were discovered by the Spanis

1529, they remained in practical isolation for over two centur
Germany claimed the islands in the latter part of the nineteen
century and developed copra trading activities. Enewetak, wi

rest of German possessions in Micronesia, was seized in 1914 b
Japanese who continued the copra trade. Between 1939 and 1941
was developed as a military base by the Japanese, and the local] men
were pressed into service as laborers. In February 1944 U.S.

forces assaulted Enewetak. Possession was won only after the
3,200 Japanese, 350 Americans, and 17 of the local people (Kis

Morison 1961). Following the battle, the United States establ
large base on the atoll, and after the Pacific war the United

 

was granted a “rusteeship over the islands by the United Nati (UME).
In 1947 Preside.:t Truman notified the UN that Enewetak was to used
as a nuclear weapons proving ground and the inhabitants were ramoved
to Ujelang, 125 miles to the southwest.

2.4 The Enewetak People

There are two political-social subdivisions within the Enegetak

people--the Dri-Enjebi, who cccupied the northern islands, andjthe Dri-

Enewetak, who lived on the southern islands. Although these t tribes

had different chiefs and social organizations, they lived together
peacefully and with extensive intermarriage for many generatiogs. Both
groups also now include people descended from intermarriages with the

people of Ujelang.

After the battle of Enewetak in February 1944 the people re

housed on Aomon (Pigure 2) where they were supported by the U.%. Navy

until 1946 when they were moved temporurily to Kwajalein. ThepF then
were returned to Aomon for about a year and, in 1947, 142 of them were

moved to Ujelang, a much smaller atoll (only 0.6 square miles Bf land

area). In April 1980 approximately 500 of the people returnedito

Enewetak and now are living on the southern islands of Enewetak,
Medren, and Japtan where housing has beer const::::cted for themjby the

U.S. government (Figure 3).

The experience of the Enewetak people on U:slang has been Bocu—

mented by Tobin (1967). The original Ujelang pe-ple had migraked to
Jaluit in the 1880s and some later migrate. to Enewetak. Althbugh

times often have been difficult on the smaller atoll, the tranBition
to Ujeiang was aided by these historical ties and the fact th it was
uninhabited. The dual social structure of Dri-Enewetaks and Dri-

Enjebis was maintained throughout the entire 33-year period on] Ujelang

and exists today. At the present time, however, both groups side

only on the southern islands, the lands of the Dri-Enewetaks. Given

the very powerful cultural importance attached to land in the

Marshalls, as well as its economic value, the Dri-Enjebi, not

surprisingly, wish to resettle their home islands.

2.5 Weapons Testing

Between 1948 and 1958, 43 nuclear weapons were exploded of Enewetak
Atoll. Some were sufficiently powerful to cbliterate whole iglands or

blow considerable portions of islands into the lagoon or the ean.

Many craters can be seen from the air as deep blue patches in Khe

surrounding sea or as water-filled pools on the islands. The korali

 



 

 
FIGURE 3. One of a variety of one- and two-story

resettlement house styles.

(Photo courtesy of B. L- Ristvet)

 

 



 

 

  

   

  
  

   

  

   
  

of the reef and of the islands is freely permeable to ocean water;
therefore, the craters are an effective connection with the la
the ocean even if they are located within an izland.

Most of the testing was done on the northern part of the a
(See Figure 2 for the number and location of the tests.) The

personnel were based in the southern area, and Enewetak Island} the

largest in the atoll, accommodated many buildings and an airstfip
capable of handling the largest aircraft.
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Chapter 3

THE CLEANUP

 3-1 CleanupProposals
In 1972 the U.S. government announced that it would ret the

Enewetak Atoll to the government of the Trust Territory of Pacific
Islands and, subsequently, to the people of Enewetak, and an effort to

clean up and rehabilitate the atoll was initiated. Planning

from 1972 to 1977, and the people of Enewetak were involved the

major decisions. The cleanup operation itself extended from

to April 1980. A detaiiad on-site zadiological investigati
Atomic Energy Commission (AEC), cleanup by the Department of
(DOD), and rehabilitation (homebuilding and crop planting) b

Department of the Interior (DOI) were carried out to some ex
concurrently. The planning and cleanup operations are descr
detail in a lengthy DNA report (1981) and are summarized in DNA fact

sheet (1980).

   
  

 

    

   

   

    

 

   
  
  

 

3-2 Cleanup Criteria

The environmental impact statement (EIS) for the cleanup,

ment, and rehabilitation of Enewetak Atoll (Defense Nuclear
1975) established a series of standards to be met. Radiati
the returning population were not to exceed 0.25 rem per year

whole body and marrow, 0.75 rem per year to the thyroid, 0.75

year to bone, and 4 rem over a period of 30 years to the gona

"guides for cleanup planning" were followed in the EIS s

statement:

Cleanup of soil containing plutonium can be handled on a

by-case basis using the following: (a) less than 40 pci/

soil--corrective act:.on not required, (b: 40 to 400 pCi/g

soil-—~corrective action determined on a case-by-case basi
considering all radiological conditions, (c) more than 40
pci/g of soil—corrective action required.

Tc was recommended that only islands satisfying criterion] (a)
si .id be used for zesidence and subsistence agriculture. IsJands
sacisfying criterion (b) could be used for agriculture (e.g., coconut

trees for copra production) and those satisfying criterion (cj could

be visited for food gathering (e.g., fishing and gathering bigdsa'

eggs).

9
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These standards subsequently were modified by the Department of
Energy (DOE) to include all the transuranics, not just plutonium. e
land-use cleanup standards also were revised to permit not more than
40 pci/g for residential islands, 80 pci/g for agricultural islands,
and 160 pCi/g for food-gathering islands.

3.3 Disposal Options

During the planning stages a major consideration was the method
disposal for any plutonium-contaminated material. Several options
initially considered “including returning it to the United States,
casting it into concrete blocks, dumping it into a crater with a
crete cap, or dumping it in the ocean or lagoon" (Defense Nuclear

Agency 1981, p. 94}. Although strong arquments were made for lagoo
or ocean dumping, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) beli
that national policy prohibited such disposal. This view prevailed
over that of the Energy Research and Development Administration (
and the final environmental impact statement (April 1975} identifi
Crater entombeent as the selected disposal method. Disposal criterla
were reviewed again in August 1977 by the so-called Bair Committee.

This group advocated ocean dumping as the preferred solution with
lagoon dumping as an acceptable alternative but recognized that an

change would require the EIS to be reopened and that EPA oppositi
those alternatives would still remain. The Bair Committee's final
was that "terrestial disposal on Runit Island with a concrete cove

was the best practical alternative (letter from W. J. Bair, et al.
J. L. Liverman, Assistant Administrator for Environment and Safety
ERDA, August 17, 1977). Thus, the cleanup plan finally adopted ca
for radiologically contaminated soil and debris present on many is

 

 

    

   

  
  

 

   

  

  

   
  

   
  

  
  

 

in the atoll to be collected and transport:d to Run‘t and contain in
@ soil-cement matrix in Cactus Crater, #"..counded by; = concrete kef-
wall, and covered by a concrete cap.

3.4 Radicactive Contaminants
The radionuclides of principal concern at Enewetak are the trahs-

uranics, mainly plutonium-239, and the fission products, stronti 90
and cesium-137. The transuranics are relatively insoluble and there-
fore have remained very near the surface. ‘The strontium and cesi
however, are more soluble and have leached to a considerable dept
Indeed, the DNA (1980) stated:

The AEC's radiological survey had disclosed that, except on tHe

island of Runit, most high transuranic concentrations were in

the top few centimetres of soil. This was not the case with
suburanics which, because of their water solubility, were dis}
tributed to considerable depth. ... Excision of soil con-

taminated with suburanics [fission products], however, was

simply not practicable. ‘To do so would require such extensi

soil removal as to render the island useless for habication

subsistence agriculture.

Thus, the subsequent cleanup concentrated on the problem of

transuranics.
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ii  The emphasis on transuranics in the cleanup operation alsojwas
influenced by the fact that Pu-239 has a half-life of 24,000 ypars
whereas Sr-930 and Ce-137 have half-lives of about 30 years. I the

near future, however, the fission products must be of great cern

because of their rapid rate of movement through the soil and tReir very
active i.:corporation into the food chain.

Since there was virtually no contamination on the southern| islands,
it was planned that only these islands would be settled at the] begin-

ning. Occupation of the northern islands after cleanup was tolbe
postponed until radioactive decay brought the concentrationsof Sr-90

and Ce-137 to acceptable levels.

3.5 Location of the Contamination

Before work could begin it was necessary to find out which] islands
were significantly contaminated and to identify the specific pjaces
where remedial work would be required. As has been explained, ithe

cleanup was concerned with the transuranics, mainly plutonium, [but
plstonium emits only an alpha particle accompanied by a very 1

x-ray so it is not practicable to measure it in the field.

the plutonium is associated with americium, which has a suffic

penetrating gamma ray for detection through several inches of

Aerial surveys and in-situ monitoring detected the significantly con-
taminated islands and specially designed detection equipment
on a tracked vehicle then was used for a detailed survey. Rea
were taken at every intersection of a 50-meter grid. Soil samples at

various depths were taken at each intersection for laboratory

to determine the plutonium/americium ratio. In areas of high

ination, samples were taken at. 25-, 12.5-, and 6.25-meter inte

This work provided the basis for radiation contour maps that
used by the cleanup crews.

 
  

  

 

   

   

    

  

   

  

  

   

  

    
   

 

3.6 Nature of the Problem
The cleanup problem was not confined to surface soil con

with transuranics. During the weapons testing program, debris
tests frequently was cleared from a site and dumped in an old
in preparation for reuse of the site for additional tests. Al

detectable dumps, crypts, and burial sites were excavated and

radioactive contents transferred to the Cactus Crater. Old bl

houses, sunken barges, and Landing craft in less than 15 feet

and other miscellaneous debris were collected, monitored, and

of in the containment structure, if contaminated, or in deep p
the lagoon if not contaminated.

Retrieval from dumps often was difficult and a crypt on
Island was so extensive that a year was required to plan and

its excavation. About 16,00U items from World War II (unexpl

artillery and mortar shells, hand grenades, small arms, and

also were detected, dug up, and detonated or removed by Navy
Ordnance Disposal Teams. After the rubbish was removed, the t
inches of soil was scraped off, loaded into barges, and trans

Runit Island.
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3.7 Safety. of Operators

Despite the nature of the work, no significant radioactive
contamination of the personnel is reported to have occurred. &

 
    
  

  

   

   
  

  

  
   

  

  
  

   
  

   

face masks and good personal hygiene procedures were required.
operators wore dosimeters. Routine urine analyses and film-ba

rezdings showed no significant exposure. I¢ should be noted

over 5,000 filters from air samplers, over 50 percent showed nc

contamination from transuranic elements, over 95 percent showe

than 1 percent of tne maximum permissible concentration (MPC),

ment").

3.8 Cactus Crater

The Cactus Crater, which received all the contaminated deb

of Runit Island (Pigure 4). Most of the crater rim is on land

before construction of the dome, about a quarter of the cir

spit of coral. A surface shot in May 1958 produced the 350-fob

and 30-foot-deep crater. About 200 feet to the northeast of G&

Crater on the ocean side is a somewhat larger crater, LaCrosse

waa produced by a surface shot in May 1956. The rim of LaCrog

high tide appears only as a few isolated rocks above the water

if there was more material than LaCrosse could hold. For logitical

reasons, however, the order was reversed and Cactus alone prove
sufficient size for the disposal operation.

The Cactus Crater was not formed in undisturbed rock. Th@ Zebra

two shots caused fracturing of the rock around the site of Cad

(Defense Nuclear Agency 1981, p. 409). The Zebra Crater was

and oiled to prevent dust while the Dog Tower was being worked

fissured.

When the Cactus device exploded, a large amount of rock,

it pulverized into small particles, was thrown upwards. Muchfof this

filled with debris. The true crater is therefore twice as de$p as it

appears to be, and this was demonstrated several years ago :

was drilled through the debris to a u.>th beyond the bottom of the true

Crater. A gamma counter was lowered down the hole and activiky leveis
were cecorded at different depths (Figure 5). At the bottom bf the

about 4800 counts per second (cps). The counting rate then &
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to about 400 cps as the counter descended through the falli-back z

 

and rose again to about 3400 cps at the true bottom of the crater The

high count at the surface of the fall-back zone is probably due tq@ the

fact that small particles, which absorb more activity per unit of

weight than large particles, fell back more slowly.
The high permeability of the coral rock ensures that the radi

active material within the fall-back zone has been continuously lgached

by sea water since 1958. Nevertheless, substantial quantities o

radioactive material were present beneath the apparent bottom o7 e

crater before any of the soil and debris from the islands was plabed

into it.

It igs also possible that a part of Cactus Crater was formed quit of
a man-made extension of the island on the lagoon side of the ree

(Defense Nuclear Agency 1981, p. 409); at least there is no

appreciable beachrock present on the lagoon side of the crater.

3.9 Filling of the Crater

The contaminated soil was transported by barge to Runit Islagd,
where it was mixed with cement and attapulgite to form a mixture
designed for use in the tremie method of underwater concrete plagement.
Using this method, water is added to the cement-soil mixture to form a
slurry that is pumped through a pipe to the underwater location;{ the
end of the pipe is kept below the surface of the ejected slurry fo

prevent segregation of the cement and soil.

The crater was filled to the low-tide water level using the Fremie

method. The key-wall then was sunk to a depth of 1 foot where e

beachrock was solid and to a depth of 8 feet where the beachrock] was

fractured or absent. The key-wall apparently was placed by d ition

through water that inevitably entered the forms because of the hgigh
permeability of the formations on which the key-wall was placed

Above the water level, a common soil~cement placement me was
used in which a layer of contaminated sci]. was spread and bags
cement were placed at designated intervais and punctured. The dement

was blended into the soil with a disc and the layer was compactdd.

Using this procedure a dome-shaped mound was form:4 over the crgter.

Radioactive debris (i.e., metallic debris, contaminated concretd@, and

other large pieces of material) too large to pass through the tfemie

pipe later was placed in an area, (called the "donut hole”) res@rved

for it in the center of the structure and was “choked” in placefwith
slurry.

Before the filling of the crater was completed, constructioh of the
concrete cap or dome was started. It consists of 358 panels injil

rings, and the panels vary in size from 20 by 21 feet at the side

to 6 by 7.5 feet near the center. The panels were made in plach in

forms and rested on polyethylene sheet. The design thickness the

24 inches, with a mean of 17.3 inches (Ristvet 1980). The out

 

“Segregation, however, was observed in the core samples onjy at

the bottom of the key-wall.
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was laid first, and each panel was keyed to the abutting panels[tc
Prevent differential displacement (Figure 6).

Contaminated debris remaining after the “donut hole" was fijied was
Placed into two concrete “boxes” constructed for the purpose an
attached to the landward side of the dome.

The material within the Cactus Crater, covered by the concrBte cap,

consists of about 105,000 cubic yards of contaminated soil enclésing
some 6,000 cubic yards of miscellaneous debris. The dome has shalice
slope and has been used as a landing pad for helicopters. The ick

concrete key-wall around the dome is protected on the ocean sidB from
wave action by a riprap "mole"--a necessary precaution during the con-
struction phase because during the three-year cleanup operation] four

major typhoons and tropical storms hit Enewetak Atoll causing tensive

destruction. One typhoon required complete evacuation of the ll.
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     FIGURE 6 The contalnment structure at time of completion.
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Chapter 4

DESCRIPTION OF THE CONTAINMENT STRICTURE

 4.1 GeneralObservations
The key-wall and concrete dome appear to be well finished «

consist of very good quality concrete. Some slightly open joints] are

 

  

   
  
  

 

   

     
  

  

  

   
  

extends through the midpoint of 6 of the 358 panels. Most of
cracks appear to have resulted from nermal shrinkage of the concz

The existing cracks may become larger, and similar cracks may de

in other panels.

The principal effect of this cracking is to reduce the eff
size of the panel, functioning as riprap, to approxima*ely 15

half. Neitger moisture movement nor future possible fissure to
underlying membrane is an issue with respect to durability of the

4.2 The Drilling Program
At the outset of the study, it was recognized that informatis

concerning the quality of the concrete, the effectiveness of cong

tion of the dome, and the condition of the material within the s
ture could be obtained only by means of a drilling program. The
Directorate, Fieid Command, DNA, agreed to undertake the drillin

program for the committee. The report on the results of the dr

{Ristvet 1980) is a comprehensive document that incluces historik

geological, and seismic data.

The drilling started on March 11 and ended on March 28, 1980

much of it took place while committee members were on the site (}
21-28). Selection of -he positions of many of the drill holes

in cooperation with + e committee, whose members were able to witmess

the drilling and recovery of cores and to examine the cores as

were extracted. Detailed descriptions of the cores are supplied[by

Ristvet (1980) but a general summary will be given here.

Twelve sections of the concrete cap were cored with a 4-inch

diamond bit. Thicknesses varied from 12.5 inches to 24 inches

mean of 17.3 + 3.1 inches. The concrete was of high quality wi
minor voids or air bubbles. One cap section showed a l- to 2-in

honeycombed zone with interconnections of voids. All concrete c

19
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from the dome were shipped to the Portland Cement Association for
testing. These tests showed that the ccapressive strengths of 1 the

cores were high and that the cores exhibited no properties that] would

lead to premature deterioration.

Pour key~wall sections were cored, with the hole penetratin

appioximately 8 feet below the bottom of the key-wall. Three showed

good quality concrete, but the lower half of one was friable, rc

quality concrete. The latter key-wall section rested on highly
fractured, moderately to well cemented beachrock. The other thiee

rested on uncemented medium to fine sand. In one, the concretejwas

separated from the sand by a l-foot layer of dark brown bentonife or

attapulgite with low shear strength.
The overall conclusion is that the key-wall sections are of] good

quality concrete with some segregation of cement and aggregate 4t the

bottom. They rest on a fractured coral or sand foundation. An

interesting observation made during the key-wall drilling was
water level in the drill holes appeared to be nearly synchronou

the tide, which suggests that water flows freely between the co
of the crater and the ocean.

As noted, the concrete dome consists of 11 rings of panels.
holes were drilled and sampled through the third ring from the

It was expected that after penetrating the cap, the drill would
encounter soil-cement concrete, then tremie concrete, then cra
back, and, finally, the coral beneath the true crater bottom.
the holes actually entered the undisturbed coral, but all penetgated

into the fall-back zone.

In the first hole the material immediately under the cap wa

uncemented medium to fine soil-cement mixture with a few gravel

chunks of hardened cement. This continued for 12.5 feet and wa

followed by 3.5 feet of “oversize material” consisting of algal

cobbles, broken pieces of tree limbs and boards, wire, anc r#ba
a depth of 17 feet a section of 6-insh layers of poorly to mode

cemented tremie concrete alternating with uncemented soil and o

debris began. This material had a strong smell of ammonia and

tinued for 5 feet. The next 2 feet, which smelled of hydrogen qdulfide,
consisted of oversize debris and cobbles. This was followed byjf1l foot
of well cemented tremie. The succeeding 6.5 feet had alternati

layers of poorly to moderately cemented tremie concrete and ove

cobbles, soil, rebar, and wood fraycsents. Under this was 6 inc

well cemented tremie covering an unrecovered 5-foot section in

cuttings showed soil, minor gravel-size tremle, and wood fragme

The remaining 15 feet of the core consisted of crater fall—-back

medium to fine grain coraline sand and minor fractured gravel.

In order to determine the relative permeability of the crat

contents, percolation tests and pumping recovery tests were con

in the boreholes. Details from these permeability tests are re

by Ristvet (1980) and onsy the results are summarized here. Th
colation tests, which involved filling the boreholes with water

level >of the cap base and then observing the water drop with t

conducted in the soil-cement layer. Although the results were

variable from borehole to borehole and at different depths with
borehole, the rate of water level drop in the soil-cement gener
very low; in one test there was no water level drop after 12 ho
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The pumping recovery tests, which involved pumping the borehole
completely dry and then observing the rate of water level rise,
conducted in the tremie material. These tests showed a very ra
recovery in the water levels; in one case the water level rose

in 5 minutes. Furthermore, water levels within the trenmie conc
corresponded very closely to sea level and lagged only about 1/
behind outside tidal fluctuations.

Thus, it appears that although the permeability of the soil
mixture is quite low, the permeability of the tremie concrete i
higher. Purthermore, in the tremie region there was relatively

communication with the ocean, perhaps mainly along channels pr

hy the oversize debris.

The soil-cement mixture was a moist, dense material that cr led

in the hand and the tremie concrete, a dense, partially cement

material. The whole of the crater contents, however, was rathe

impermeable to water except where there was channeling.
In summary, the cores showed that there are zones of incomplktely

cemented tremie concrete. This segregation of the concrete mos
resulted because the tremie pipe was not always kept below the rface

of the slurry, probably due to movements of the barge carrying

injection equipment or failure to use a plug when each pumping
was started. The soil-cement above the water level aiso did no

achieve the concrete-like character that was anticipated, possi
because of bacterial effects of organic material which prevent
hardening of the concrete at the level of cement content used.

theless, we believe that the keywall and concrete come are sati

for all likely situations that will occur.

4.3 Radioactive Contents
Samples taken from the cores and water samples frex the hol

analyzed at the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory. Water samples a

taken from two monitoring wells sunk outside the dome area, on

lagoon side, in positions calculated to intersect water passing
the crater and into the lagoon. The wells were fitted with unsc

slotted polyvinylchloride pipe for use in future monitoring.

The results of these analyses have been given by Robison and

Noshkin (1981). To summarize the data here, mean values have be

calculated, omitting samples taken in the fall-~back zone. Resul

given in pci/g and the range gives the high and low values for t

of samples. Strontium and Pu were analyzed using wet chemistry

and the others, using gamma ray spectrometry.

Mean
Radionuclide Concen*cation Range

239 T2s¢py 18.6 46 - 1.6
7.Am 2.8 6.3 - 0.20

**Sr 20.6 §2 ~ 5.5

13768 8.7 27 - 0.24
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As is to be expected from the nature of the cleanup and emplacg-~

ment, there is a wide range of concentrations. Summing the **'an
with the 73°*2**pu, one arrives at a mean value for the transur-
anics of 21.4 pCi/g. If there are 12.6 Ci of transuranics in the dome
(U.S. Department of Energy 1979) contained in 105,000 cubic yards ¢@f

soil and one assumes a density of 1.8 g/cc for the soil, the averade

concentration to be expected would be:

12.6 ° 103? = 87 pCi/g.
105,000 * 0.76 ° 10° * 1.8

The soserved and calculated values are in reasonable agreement sin

the contribution from the material encased in concrete in the “don
hole* at the center of the dome is not considered and neither the ans

calculated from the samples nor the estimates made during the clearmip

are likely to be very accurate.

Water samples taken from two different levels of a hole drill in

the dome also were analyzed. The water was filtered through a 0.45

micron filter and both filtrate and filter were analyzed. The me

values (in pCi/£}) were as follows:

Radionuclide Soluble Particulate

zs9tzeeny 0.05 77.8

7%) am 0.005 67

**sr 331 112

137 es 248 146  
The transuranics are essentially all asscciated with the particulat

fraction and not as available for transport as '*’cs and °*Sr where
the greater concentrationa are in the soluble fraction. The mean

values (in pCi/£) for samples from the 20-foot level in the two wel
outside the dome were as follows:

Radionuclide Soluble Particulate

z9sT2eep, 0.142 164

**7) am 0.003 59

*"'Sr 225 156

‘#7 es 27 97

Somewhat higher concentrations of all nuclides were found in samples
from the 40-foot level in cre well. However, at the present time it

is not clear if these radionuclides in the well samples are coming fgon

the dome or from the fall-back zone or were present in the soil from

other causes such as the work done in preparation for construction o

the dome. An artificial beach was constructed for the off loading o

the material placed in the dome and it is probable that contaminated

soil was used in its construction.
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In general, concentrations of radionuclides in all samples taken
from the dome are low and are comparable to soil and sediment

trations in the northern part of the atoll. The liquid samples] have

concentrations well below maximum permissible concentrations f
general public for drinking water.
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Chapter 5

HAZARDS ASSOCIATED WITH THE DOME

 5.1 Function of the Dome
The function of the dome ig to prevent people from being

to harmful amounts of radioactivity from the debris buried within.
practical terms, the dome will perform this function if it prevegts

people from having direct physical access to the contents and if
radionuclides exchanged betwcen the contents and the environment [do not

create an unacceptable hazard. Before addressing how well the dome

can be expected to fulfill these goals, certain background mater

will be reviewed (sections 5.2-5.5).
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5.2 Radionuclides in the Dome

The total amount of transuranics contained within the dome i

estimated to be 12.6 Ci (U.S. Gepartment of Energy 1979). Measu

of the fission product content are not available, but a crude es

of a maxiuum of 50 Ci of °"Sr and '*’Cs may be made using Atomic
Energy Commission (1973) survey data. The average transuranic
of the material within the dome can be calculated to be about 87

pCi/g, about twice the permissible soil content of 40 pCi/g for

 

islands designated for residential use. The average value measured

from the drilling samples from the dome was 21 pCi/g, but this ddes not
take account of contaminated debris that was encased in concrete fin the

center “donut hole” of the dome. Similarly, the average total value

of **sr and '*’cs from the drilling samples was 29.3 pCi/g.
In addition, an estimated 380 Ci of activation and fission p ucts

Plus an unknown amount of transuranics are contained in the fall ck

debris in the true crater bottom and in the water beneath the material

in the dome (Air Force Weapons Laboratory TR-77-242 1978). Prior to

*Direct radiation from the contents is net of concern. Radiation

from the fission products cannot penetrate the dome cap and have falf-

lives of less than 30 years. External exposures from transurani are

not significant because the principle emissions are alpha partic

‘the external dose from the ?7*'Am gamma radiation is negligible f
the concentrations present in the dome.
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the filling of Cactus Crater, the concentration of 779+ **pu in
the fresh water within the crater was 0.116 + 0.062 pCi/L; the cr

sediments had a concentration of 82 + 2 pCi/g (dry weight) (Noshk

1980, Table 4). These values are higher than the concentrations

measured from within the containment structure (see section 4.3).
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 5.3 Transuranics in the Surrounding Environment
Radionuclides in the groundwater at Runit were measured in 19%

prior to the cleanup, by Noshkin and co-workers (1976). These me

ments showed that plutonium had penetrated the groundwater to the
deepest depths measured (73 m). Dissolved *3**?**py ranged in va
from 0.01 to 0.66 pCi/£ and in many of the wells was found to

increase with depth. Two of the wells measured in 1975 are betwe
Cactus Crater and the lagoon and are very near the two wells disc

in section 4.3. Measured values of dissolved 73°*?*! py are similb
in the two cases (between 0.08 and 0.17 pCi/L) and both show a hik

concentration in the well closer to the lagoon.
The largest quantities of transuranics at Enewetak are in the

lagoon sediments. The entire distribution of the transuranics in the

benthic environment at Enewetak has recently been reviewed by No
(1960, Table 1). He estimates that the top 16 cm of the sediments
an inventory of 1185 Ci of 73**#**py, 167 Ci of *** pu, 2190 of 2
and 475 Ci of *"'Am. These are distributed nonuniformly with the
highest surface concentrations near the location of test sites.

highest concentrations are in the northwest area of the lagoon wilere

surface activities of 73% *?**pu are some four times higher than dff
Runit were surface activities range from 2 to 170 pCi/g (dry weight).

The vertical distribution of the transuranics within the sedimen
column is highly variable from place to place (sometimes increasing

with depth) and cannot be generalized easily.
Transuranics within the water column of the lagoon show a comgplex

distribution, the spatial patterns being differe™:: f5r surface agd
bottom concentrations of 73°***py as well as f.. dissolved and gus-
pended components. In 1974 the soluble ?73°*#**pu ranged in conckn-
tration from 0.002 to 0.075 pci/t. The total inventory in the whter

column of the lagoon in 1974 was 1.5 Ci in solution and 0.7 Ci absoci-

ated with particulate material. Thus, the average quantity of

plutonium in the water column is a small fraction of the sedimen

inventory.

The investigations of Noshkin and co-workers have shown that

both Enewetak and Bikini from 75 to 94 percent of the soluble
239426853 in the lagoon water is in the oxidized state (+5 or +64
with the remainder being in the reduced state (+3 or +4). All the

plutonium associated with the particulate material is in the redhbced

state. WNoshkin (1980) believes that most of the plutonium assodiated
with the lagoon particulates is from resuspended sediments and iB not

transported out of the lagoon. On the other hand, the dissolved
plutonium passes readily through dialysis membranes and seems tc

without interaction with the sediment (Noshkin 1980).
The water in the lagoon is exchanged with the ocean approxim

twice a year. Thus, about 3 Ci of dissolved *3°*?**pu are remove
from the atoll each year and an equivalent quantity remobilized [from

the sediments and other sources on the atoll. Noshkin has sho that
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27  the average concentration in solution in the water column can be
accounted for by using a simple equilibrium model in which remob

tion involves the sediment in the top 2.5 cm (Noshkin 1980).
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5.4 Comparisons with Other Locations

It is useful to compare the situation at Enewetak with other oca-

tions there plutonium has been released to the marine environment One

of the most studied locations is at Windscale in the United Kingdb
where authorized radioactive discharges are made to the Irish Seaj from

a nuclear fuel reprocessing plant. Since 1972 discharges of plutbnium
isotopes to the coastal waters have averaged about 100 Ci per mo
(ten times that in the dome). Since the first operations of the
about 10,000 Ci of 73*****py have been discharged, 9,000 of whic

ton et al. 1975, Penreath et al. 1979).
Measurements have shown that the discharged plutonium is rapi

removed to the sediments and that only a few percent of the inve

(ag at Enewetak) remains in the water column. Within 10 km of thi

source, concentrations in the water column average about 0.7 pci

and concentrations in the sediments average about 40 pCi/g (dry)
values as high as 105 pCci/g (dry) (Hetherington et al. 1975). :
average concentrations exceed those at Enewetak, which are about P.017

pci/t for lagoon water and 5.2 pCi/g for lagoon sediments (Noshk

et al.1980).

Low leveld” of plutonium are discharged into Bombay harbor fra a
nuclear facility at Trombay. Here plutonium concentrations in the

vicinity of the discharge point range from 0.004 to 0.02 pci/z i

seawater and from 0.4 to 29 pci/g in the suspended silt (Pillai a al.
1975, Pillai and Mathew 1976). A reprocessing plant at Tokai, Japa
discharges into the ocean where activity levels of 7°%7?**pu as
high as 0.017 pci/t have been reported offshore (Kurabayashi et a

1979).
Thus, authorized releases i: different parts of the world hav

produced concentrations of transuranics in the marine environment

comparable to or in excess of those found at Enewetak.

5.5 Transuranics in Marine Foods
Transuranics can be detected in marine organisms worldwide,

salt and fresh water, due to global fallout from bomb tests. As

be expected, relatively high concentrations in marine organisms @

found where there have been releases of transuranics (e.9., near

Enewetak, Bikini, Windscale, Bombay, or Tokai).

Concentration factors in fish (i.e., the ratio of activity i

gram of fish to that in a gram of seawater from the same environme

vary considerably between species and between samples of the same

species taken from different locations. Among fish there ia lit

evidence of any strong or consistent relation to trophic level.

issues, as well as the results of measurements taken on 4,200 fis

14 atolls in the Marshalls, were summarized recently by Noshkin a
co-workers (Noshkin et al. 1980). ‘They found concentration factdrs at

Bikini and Enewetak to be similar, ranging from 5 to 10 in the mus

tissue of fish at all trophic levels (2nd to 5th). Mean concentzmations

at Enewetak in the muscle tissue of mullet and surgeonfish (which! are
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primary consumers) were found to be 0.57 +0.61 and 0.15 +0.16
(wet), respectively. (Considerably higher values are measured
stomach contents, the viscera, and the liver.)

In order to put such concentrations into perspective it she
noted that a daily consumption of as much as 1 kg of fish could
the current International Commission on Radiclogical Protectio

recommended limit for plutonium ingestion only if the fish had 5

tonium concentration of 10,000 pCi/kg (Penreath 1980).
Robison and co-workers (1980) have made a detailed study off the

potential radiological doses for Enewetak residents. ‘Their estiims

for the potential doses frcu marine foods are based on Noshkin'B
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people were on Ujelang. They estimate that the mean daily intake of

transuranics from seafood for an adult female will be 0.50 pCi
23942905 and 0.12 pCi ?°'aAm. According to their dose assessme
model, this results in an estimated bone marrow dose of 0.26 mrbm/year,
which is approximately 1 percent of the annual dose from the

radiation in the Marshall Islands.

5.6 DomeBreachment
A number of possible failure modes might resuit in breaching

and human-related activities such as vandalism. Each of these Failure

modes was considered, but only the first two, storm wave and

activity and foundation settling appear plausible to the committee.

sometimes completely inundate these low islands. Although the fiome was
designed to withstand severe storm wave and typhoon activity,
typhoons in this part of the world are so severe t: : a series bf them
conceivably could cause breachment of the dome s%:ucture. The

which surrounds the dome on the north and north: is: sides, serves as

the first defense for waves from that direction. ~\* the mole filed

(and was not repaired), the next typhoon could ' wk the key

the containment structure, probably causing ¢: on the reef sg

in all likelihood would be deposited on or in front of the ring

The ring wall sections (12 feet by 2 feet by 3.5 to 5 feet) each weigh
more than 6 tons, much heavier than are required to resist wavej action,

and would therefore function as large riprap. Should the ring fall be

should the beach ever retreat to the edge of the dome. However} on the

basis of a recent study of aerial photographs of Runit, Ristvet

believes tiat the 1981 shoreline, which is about 75 feet from the edge
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 of the dome, may be near “equilibrium” since it is close to ti
extension of the near subsurface beachrock (Byron Ristvet, let

the committee, November 1981).
The coamittee believes that the probability of dome brea

to storm wave and typhoon activity is quite low. However, to

tate early detection of typiocn-tnduced effects it recommends

visual inspection of the dome structure, the surrounding mole,
beach on the lagoon side be performed at regular intervals (as

minimum, after each major typhoon).

Some settling with time in response to loading is concei
Furthermore, vegetation such as tree limbs included within the

can be expected to undergo bacteriological reduction, result

Slight amounts of settlement within the dome. Such settlement,} how-

access to the contained material. Resistance against movement Bf the

dome cap in response to settlement of the contents of the dome

vided by the key-wall. Although the key-wall may spread outwar

slightly in response to stresses produced by settlement, the

cap functions simply as a series of cover slabs, not a true com

tial settlement or settle without any impairment of the dome's
formance.

that the tremie and the soil-cement operations were not fully

cessful. Within the tremie region there are zones of oversized[debris

and unconsolidated tremie material that provide channels for wa

movement. The rapid tidal response in the boreholes indicates

water in the structure is closely coupled to the island's gro

Therefore, at least part of the radioactivity contained in the

ture is available for transport to the groundwater and, subsequ

to the lagoon, and it is important to determine whether this pa

may be a significant one.

It is not clear whether Cactus Crater (and its vicinity) is

greater or lesser source of transuranic movement to the lagoon

was before the cleanup. Before Cactus Crater was filled it was

the gources cf transuranics being remobilized to the waters of

lagoon. Noshkin estimates that about 0.4 percent of the dissoiv
plutonium present in the lagoon originated from the material at

bottom of the crater (V.E. Noshkin, personal communication to 2.

Morse, October 23, 1981). Several conditions, however, were cha

by the cleanup operations: the fresh water run-off to the water

was changed by the construction of the dome; the cleanup of soil
island has reduced movement of transurznics to the groundwater;

filling of the crater has modified the amount of transuranics be
transported from the crater.

It is possible to demonstrate that leaching from the dome

create a significant new hazard by use of simple inventory arg

without having to speculate aL.out possible remobilization proces
taking place within the structure. It was indicated in sectior

tha* there is about 1.5 Ci of plutonium continuously in solution

lag > and that 3.0 Ci are lost to th ocean annually. The amou
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Plutonium in the containment structure simply is net sufficient to

sustain any significant increase in the level of activity in the

of the lagoon. To take an extreme example, if as much as 1 Ci/yr
Plutonium were being remobilized to the lagoon now, the average

centration in the lagoon would increase only by 33 percent and the
effective half-life of the plutonium in the structure would be

years. Since the levels of plutonium in the waters of the lagoon

have to be increased by several orders of magnitude to exceed inte

national standards for drinking water, leaching from the dome is

likely to create a hazard.
An upper limit for the radiation dose caused by leaching from

dome can be estimated by simply assuming that all of the transuran
are rapidly remobilized to the waters of the lagoon (i.e., in at

less than 30 years so that all effects would occur within one gene

tion). As already noted, about 3 Ci of plutonium need to be remob
lized annually to maintain the present concentration in the water

column, and the estimated dose rate to bone marrow (for all trans-

uranics) from the ingestion of marine foods is 0.26 mrem/yr (secti

5.5). If the concentrations of transuranics in marine organisms

proportional to the concentrations in the water column (which is
assumption behind the use of the usual “concentration factor"),

the total additional dose from the remobilization of 12.6 Ci to th

lagoon's water column should be approximately 4.2 times (12.6 divi
by 3) the estimated annual dose due to the present concentration,

1.1 mrem. In other words, the dome at most could sustain the pre

levels for about 4.2 years.

This upper limit of 1.1 mrem for the total dose due to remobili

tion of the dome's transuranics to the waters of the lagoon is ind

pendent of the exact mechanisms by which it might cccur. A dose o

mrem to bone marrow also is small compared to doses that can be

expected from other causes at Enewetak. For example, cosmic rays

the Marshall's produce a dose to bone marrow of 1.1 mrem every two

weeks. Thus, even a relatively rapid remobilization of all the tr

uranics contained in the dome to the waters of the Lagoon would no

expected to create a significant new radiological hazard.

A simple model can be constructed to estimate the increased 30-

dose to bone marrow through the marine food chain if leaching from

dome to the lagoon took place with an effective half-life of T (see

appendix A). If all 12.6 Ci in the dome were available for leachi
and eventually went into solution in the lagoon (certainly an overl

conservative assumption), the estimated increased dose as a functi

of the effective half-life in the dome would be:

 
    

   

  

 

   

   

     

  

   
  

  

 

  

  

   

  

  

Effective half-life Extra 30-year dose

in dome (years) to bone marrow (mrem)

10 0.95

20 0.71

50 0.37

100 0.20

200 0.12

400 0.05

1000 0.02
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5.8 Hazards Associated with Breaching of the Containment Strucfure

would be swept into the lagoon. The whole area would be drenched and,
hence, any material that had become airborne would be washed o

rapidly. It is noteworthy that throughout the cleanup effort field

Radioactivity on all but a handful of filters was too low to b

detected in totally dry conditions. Thus, even during the most
possible conditions (i.e., during the scraping, transportine, a

dumping of the contaminated soil), the amount of airborne p’.uto
negligible.

to atmospheric resuspension of transuranics have been made by &
and co-workers (1980) based on resuspension experiments conduc

Enewetak and Bikini. These measurements included both the cont¥yibu-

included high activity situations such as the cultivation of op

fields.” Dose rates were calculated assuming 8 hours per day o

high activity work. For surface soil transuranic concentrationg equai

to those at Enjebi (which averages approximately 20 pCi/g), the
potential dose rate due to the inhalation pathway is estimated das
mrem/yr (Robison et al. 1980). This would certainly overestimat
dose rate to a visitor to Runit even if large quantities of uncc

dated material were to erode from the dome. Thus, if the “off Iimits*
ban on the island were violated, potential health effects from s

resuspension appear unimportant.

With respect to the future of the containment structure, the

committee believes that the structure will maintain its physica

integrity for a long period of time (probably in the range of 10

10° years). However, it is impossible to estimate this with an
degree of certainty because the principal threat comes from the fiong-

term cumulative effects of large storms. If the key-wall even

were to be breached, the most likely outcome would be an erosio

unconsolidated material out cf the dome to the lagoon and reef,

the dome subsiding upon the consolidated material. This would nb

to

 

that plutonium may be concentrated in the sea surface and subsec

injected into the atmosphere by sea spray and transported by the
(Cambray and Eakins 1980). Any such concentration effect, if it]does

exist, would be included in the measurements reported by Robisonjand

co-workers.
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result from any conceivable single event but would be the conseqae:
of cumulative effects over a long pericd (plus, of course, the abednce

of any attempt to make repairs). It is the committee's view, he

would prevent human access to the contaminated debris buried with

Any soil-cement or tremie material spilling or eroding from the do
into the lagoon would cause little change to the concentrations ca
transuranics there. Measurements on such material drilled from tip
dome showed a mean concentration of transuranics of 21.4 pCi/g wi

range of 1.8 to 52.3 pCi/g. Lagoon surface sedimentmeasurements Faken
within a mile of Cactus Crater show a range of transuranic concen

tions of transuranica in the superficial sadiments.
Even if material from within the dome were to contribute to tik

water column concentrations independently of the radioactivity no

the sediments, the upper limit of the radiological hazard would 4
game as that estimated in the previous section for leaching. A
all of the transuranics in the dome were remobilized to the water
column of the lagoon, the result at most would be an increased
only 1 mrem (to bone marrow) through the ingestion of marine foods

5.9 Summary

It is clear that the estimates made here and in the previous

section depend directly on the validity of the dose estimates cals

lated by Robison and co-workers. These, in turn, depend om diet

surveys made at Ujelang and on measurements made by Noshkin and

co-workers (1980) of the transuranic concentrations in marine foo

It is conceivable that new observations will lead to new estimate:

uranics is an extreme one and is not supported by any existing

evidence. For example, if the rate of remobilization from the dome to

the lagoon was similar to that from the lagoon's sediments, i.e.

30-year integral dose to bone marrow would be only 0.01 mrem (ses

section 5.7). Further, the estimated dose from the ingestion of &

foods from present concentrations in the lagoon is sgzall. It q

require an increase of about 10° in the present estimate to prod:

a dose level that would be of serious concern.

the contain«ent structure will fail in its function of preventin

access to its contents and that no credible health hazard would

even if the containment structure’s transuranics were leached orlerodes

into the lagoon.
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Chapter 6

OTHER ISSUES

   

   
  

  

  
  

   

 

   

 6.2 Island
Although Runit Island is to be off-limits forever, it is pos

that the Enewetak people and others believe th‘3 prohibition to
related to the dome. This, however, is not the case, and the

emphasizes that its conclusions regarding the safety of the conta

no possible hazard on Runit.
The surface of Runit Island was cleaned up to below the "agri

tural" level of 49 to 80 pCi/g of soil and the southern part of

Department of Energy 1980). However, there were scme 14 detonatigns

on or near the northern part of Runit, two of which are thought have

distributed fragments of metallic plutonium on the island and in fh::

lagoon. Thus, there is a hazard of uncertain magnitude on Runit fFrea

fragments of pluconium and plutonium dust in subsurface pockets

It is possible that undiscovered pockets contain particles of me

Plutonium that accidentally could be picked up and carried off
island. In addition, there was a great deal of earthmoving on

general debris and so there are areas tha’ ~ould become exposed

action of rain, wind, and waves where co: =ntrations are more

pei/g. It is estimated that, exclusive. the contents of the d
there might be about 10 Ci of transuran’ 1: on Runit (i.e., nearlyjas

much as there is sealed inside the dome; (Committee briefing by Rj Ray,
Deputy Director for Pacific Operations, Nevada Operations Office,
Department of Energy, May 28, 1980). For these reasons the island has
been quarantined since the cleanup operation.

Thus, it seems to the committee that although the hazard pre

by the dome is negligible, the same cannot be said for Runit Isl

a whole. On the other islands the transuranic contamination was

near the surface, consisted mainly of oxides with very low rates

movement through soil, and could be removed fairly easily by

35
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 bulldozing.” On Runit there is plutonium well below the surfa
which would be difficult to remove without scraping off the so
to bedrock. The seriousness of the quarantine has been made v

to the people of Enewet2 and they so far have respected it.
mittee strongly endorses their determination to retain the qua

of the entire island of Funit. |

6.2 Enjebi Island
As explained in the Preface, the principal mission of the ttee

is to "assess the effectiveness of the Cactus Crater structure In pre-

venting harmful amounts of radioactivity from becoming availablB for

internal or external human exposure.” In addition, the committ¢e also

was instructed that its assessment of the Cactus Crater structuje wes

to be “set against an understanding of the expected living pattdrns of

the people of Enewetak in terms of their degree of contact withjRunit

Island and their exposure otherwise to residual radioactivity on the

atoll." Cons-quently, the committee believes it must comment ¢«

radioactivity hazard on Enjebi since it probably is inevitable that the

Dri-Enjebi will return tc that island to live and grcw at least
of their food.

6.2.1 Radioactivity on Enjebi

The soil removed contained about 5 Ci of transuranics. However,] there
are only localized areas (about 3 percent) that do not satisfy

transuranic habitation standard of 40 pCi/g soil (U.S. Departme

Energy 1980). Thus, transuranics are not a problem on Enjebi.

toward the fission products, especially °*Sr and '*’Cs. As mentioned

they were leached out of the top several inches of topsoil and

concentrated at depths not feasible for excision. These fission

products are particularly troublesome because they concentrate i

crops, especially coconuts, and, hence, are easily ingested.

6.2.2 Dose Assessments

An extensive dose assessment study utilizing data collected

Bikini and Enewetak Atolls over a period of many years has been

 

"An exception may be Lujor, near Enjebi, where it has been s

‘letter from W. J. Bair, Chairman, U.S. Department of Energy Ene

Northwest Laboratories, Richland, Washington, April 28, 1978) tha

soil profile on Pearl [code name for Lujor] is anomalous since th

concentration of transuranics appears to be uniform with depth.”
final island certification survey after the cleanup, however, re

that Lujor meets the criterion for an agricultural island and tha

there are no known or suspected radiological burial sites.

 



37  out by Robison and co-workers (1980) at the Lawrence Livermore
Laboratory. They estimate that the 30-year integral doses for
on Enjebi are 5.7 rems (whole body) and 6.1 rem (bone marrow) w
imported foods are available and 10 rems and 11 rems, respecti

when imported foods are unavailable. For the southern half of
atoll (where the people now reside), the 30-year integral doses

0.10 rem (whole body) and 0.12 rem (bone marrow) when imported
_ are available and 0.20 rem and 0.26 rem when such foods are una
able. Thus, the calculated doses for living on Enjebi are
higher than the total of 5 rems that is the maximum allowable 1
a large population in the United States.

The nature of the hazarda that would be faced by a return t
in the near future (i.e., before the fission products have been

further by decay) have bein explained to the people of Enewetak

 

  
  

  

    

  

  

  

  

  

ticularly by the dual-laenguage document, Enewet-.. Atoll Today (U.S.
Departraat of Energy 1979). The decision about such a return be

made only by the Ori-Enjebi themselwes after a realistic and reed
comparison of the estimated radiation risks with the other risk@ to

which they are exposed in their normal life.
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ESTIMATED 3J0-YEAR INTEGRAL DOSE VS RATE

OF REMOBILIZATION FROM DOME

 
   

  
    

  

 

   

The total stock of transuranics present at any time in the

due to leaching from the dome can be estimated by assuming that:

rate of remobilization is proportional to the quantity of tra

remaining in the dome and the remobilized transuranics are r by

tidal flushing from the lagoon with a turnover time t. This problem

is mathematically analagous to a two-stage radioactive decay pravess

in which the increased standing stock in the lagoon is analagoug] to the

amount:‘cf the intermediate nuclide present. If remobilization takes
Place with an effective half-life T, then the increased standi stock

4S is given by:

4S = TAC, etent/*|
{atk

where »4 = 0.693/T.

If it is assumed that the dose rate from marine foods is pr t-

tional to the standing stock of transuranics in the lagoon (thi

effectively is the usual "concentration factor” assumption), th@n the

extra 30-year dose from 4S can be written as:

30

‘D39 «= DR Sf (AS)dt
S 9

OE

4D3q = TDCe (1797304) =e (2-930!)
SS

39
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40

where D, is the dose rate dce to the present standing stock S.. [If the
turn-over time of the lagoon (t) is short compared to T, then:

nae 693e}
4D30 * 22S

Assuming, as described in chapter 5, that BD, = 0.26 mrem/yr, t #40
years, S, = 1.5 Ci and assuming further that all of the 12.6 Ci In

dome is available for leaching, then the extra 30-year dose as a

function of effective half-life in the dome is:

3
~0.693(T )] mrem

The data in section 5.7 are calculated from this expression.
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Institution. He received his B.S. in 1943 from Bowdoin lege and

his M.S. in 1947 and Ph.D. in 1949 from Brown University.
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fessor of physics, chairman of the department, and dean o
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COLIN A. MAWSON, prior to his retirement, was head of the envir

research branch of Atomic Energy of Canada, Ltd. He specialjzed

in trace metal physiology, radioactive waste management, and
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of underground radioactivity monitoring of hazardous waste
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head of the radiochemical analysis laboratory specializing
activation analysis for the environmental sampling programs [rain~
fall, snowfall, gas collection). He has a B.S. in chemistryland
physics.

University of Hawaii. He received his B.A. in 1963 from Cor
University and his M.S. in 1965 and Ph.D. in 1967 from Stanf

University. He specializes in groundwater geology including
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Glyben-Herzberg lens dynamics; occurrence of and exploration [for

groundwater; land subsidence; and, a broad range of engineering

geology problems.
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FRANK L. PETERSON is in the Department of Geology and yacope the

 JOHN H. WIGGINS, Jr., a registered civil engineer in the State o

fornia, is president of the J. H. Wiggins Company. He recei
B.S. in physical sciences in 1953 from Stanford University,
M.S. in geophysics in 1955-from St. Louis University, and a §h.D.
in civil engineering in 1961 from the University of Illinois
specializes in risk and failure analysis and the study of t
logical side effects with regard to their impact on the socigl,

legal, and economic areas and has written over 25 technical gapers.

He currently is a member of the Advisory Board on the Built
Environment of the National Academy of Sciences.

   

  

ALFRED A. YEE, a registered structural engineer, was President: o

Alfred A. Yee and Associates and currently is head of AlfredJA. Yee
Division of Leo A. Daly Company. He received a B.S. in civil]

engineering in 1948 from Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology Jand

his M.S. in 1949 from Yale University. He specializes in al!
aspects of design and construction, including housing, offic

buildings, laboratories, pier and wharf structures, towers, fanks,

and theaters; he pioneered the art of composite construction work
with prestressed precast concrete units and developed his degign
concept involving redistribution of moments and plastic hingds.
He was elected to the National Academy of Engineering in 1974.

 

 


